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How did you start writing 
homebrew games?
<The turning point was Christmas 
2012 when my brother and I decided 
to port his childhood favourite arcade 
game Cosmos to the C64. That 
resulted in a small library of code and 
tools I could extend as I continued to 
make games for vintage machines./>

Why port an Atari 2600 game?
<Porting a 2600 game wouldn’t look 
too different so it was a good starting 
point. The 2600 has severely limited 
hardware sprite capabilities which 
would keep the number of moving 
objects down enough to be doable in 
software. I wanted to make Scramble, 
but I had problems already at the 
drawing table with graphics memory 
restrictions. I gave away my Atari 
2600 with games to a friend. That 
reminded me of HERO, which was 
one of the flagship titles for the 2600 
in my opinion./>

What were the biggest 
challenges you faced?
<Not having any hardware sprites 
but making a game that looks like 
it has. Almost all CPU time is spent 

emulating the 
2600 hardware 
sprites and 
collision 
detection. The 
2600 has 128 
colours so 
colour gradients 
look nice and 
it’s hard to 
make that look good with 16 colours, 
with added restrictions on which ones 
can be used on the VIC./>

Did you make any changes?
<The intro is completely new, the 
game has all the features of the 
original. All 256 rooms are the same; 
there are minor differences because 
I had to align walls more coarsely 
than the 2600. The plan was to 
have a grand ending, but I ran out of 
memory and didn’t want to require a 
35KB RAM expansion. I found a bug 
in the original where the laser can be 
ineffective against removable walls 
in some situations. I learned that it’s 
possible to destroy walls with the 
laser while doing the conversion. I 
didn’t know that when I played the 
C64 version as a kid./>

<intro> Jonas has been a programmer for the Kollektivet 
games creation collective since 2012  </intro> 

JONAS HULTÉN TYNESOFT 
COMMODORE 16 
CLASSICS
<info Format: Game Boy Color Credits: WLS (László 
Rajcsányi) Price: $23 (cart only) / $34 (box & booklet) 
Web: bit.ly/tynesoftc16 shop.insidegadgets.com />

<info By: From: Sweden Website: kollektivet.nu/hero 
Format: Various Previous games: Cosmos (C64), Bruce Lee II 
(C64), Volley For Two (C128) Working on: HERO (VIC-20) />

<body> László Rajcsányi was a huge fan of the 
Commodore 16 growing up, and in particular the 
games of Tynesoft. With the help of GB Studio, he 
has been recreating some of his childhood favourites 
for the Game Boy Color. This special physical release in 
association with Inside Gadgets comes with a glossy box 
and instruction booklet. This reveals the controls for each 
game and credits for the original titles. 

In terms of gameplay, there is plenty of variety, although 
the quality varies. Aside from the infamously poor Super 
Gran, a lot of fun is to be had with the bouncy Pogo Pete 
and the Amidar-style Wacky Painter. Shoot-’em-up fans 
have Battle Star, Rig Attack and Zap ’Em to enjoy, as well 
as Missile Command variant Vox. You can become a thief 
in Raffles, ferry uranium in Lunar Docking and shoot pesky 
varmints in Gunslinger. The Donkey Kong clone Climb It 
and the classic Jet Set Willy round out the list with some 
fun platform action. The included games all look and sound 
authentic to the original hardware, and while some are 
basic in their execution the sheer variety means you can 
switch between them when bored. The lavish presentation 
of the boxed edition is appreciated too. Recommended for 
collectors and fans of the C16 alike. </body>

Don’t forget to follow us online for all the latest retro updates

RetroGamerUK @RetroGamer_Mag retrogamer@futurenet.com

<!--- [C128] Volley For Two cleverly uses two 
screens simultaneously, one for gameplay 

and one for the scoreboard. --->

<!--- [VIC-20] Rescuing the miner at 
the end of HERO’s fifth level. --->

<!--- [C64] Jonas ported Bruno R Marcos’s 
PC game Bruce Lee II back to the C64. --->

Score: 82%

<!--- Jonas also 
created the jAsm 
assembler aimed 

at older computer 
processors (including 

6502 and Z80). --->


